The Faith Calendar Project: Unitarian Universalist (UU)

1. Who was interviewed? What did you learn about this person’s background? About this person’s faith community? How did this person introduce the faith tradition?
2. What three types of calendars did our guest reference in introducing UU holidays?
3. Name six holidays our guest referenced; make sure that you include holidays that would be part of each of the three calendars she mentioned.
4. UU’s don’t have an official religious calendar; different holidays may be celebrated in some UU churches and not in others. Reflect on how our guest described how her community decided which holy days/special days will be observed. What are the key values in UU churches when they celebrate these holidays?
5. Think about how our guest ended the podcast; what did she guest want you most to remember about which days are holy?

Vocabulary to Define
Unitarian and Universalism (see www.uua.org)
Creed/Non-creedal
Seven UU Principles